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Toggle switch, illuminated 30 mm, round, metal - Toggle
actuator black IP67/IP69K 3SU1062-2DF10-0AA0

Siemens
3SU1062-2DF10-0AA0
4047621016719 EAN/GTIN

214,54 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (CHN)

Selector switch, illuminated 30 mm, round, metal 3SU1062-2DF10-0AA0 Number of switching positions 2, Design of the actuating element toggle, Suitable for lighting, Color of
the actuating element black, Color of the indicator cap Other, Design of the lens rectangular, hole diameter 30.5mm, width of the opening 38mm, height of the opening 22.1mm,
latching switching function, with front ring, material of the front ring metal, color of front ring gray, degree of protection (IP), on the front IP67/IP69K, degree of protection
(NEMA) 4X, toggle switch can be illuminated, 30 mm, round, matt metal , black, short toggle, front ring for flat installation, latching, switching angle 90°, 10:30/13:30 SIRIUS
ACT toggle switch for switching and controlling electrical consumers. Under the brand name SIRIUS ACT, Siemens offers a unique portfolio of command and signaling devices
with global product approvals in four modern design series made of robust real metal and high-quality plastic. The innovative snap-on concept unites simplifies assembly to the
point that only one hand and no special tools are required. Groove-free holes are sufficient as mounting holes, as 100% anti-twist protection is already integrated. Thanks to the
consistently high degree of protection, the robust devices are suitable for industrial use and for outdoor use. Even cleaning with a high-pressure jet is possible. Neither dust, oil
nor aggressive alkalis can disrupt reliable operation. In addition to the standard wiring, the devices can also be connected to the controller via PROFINET, AS-Interface or IO-
Link. This reduces your wiring effort, minimizes sources of error and gains more flexibility. The graphic online configurator provides convenient support when selecting and
ordering individual devices, housings and labels. Extensive documentation (e.g. manual, 3D data, connection diagram) is available. Available versions: several colours, 2-4
switching positions, short/long toggle or rotary knob, illuminated/non-illuminated (illumination can also be retrofitted), latching/button actuation. Note : Please order individual
devices, holders and modules separately. SIRIUS ACT - performance in action for commands and signals. Simply assembled, simply strong, simply perfect.
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